The Goldtouch Adjustable Keyboard
COMFORT BY DESIGN

The worlds first intelligent keyboard.

It's time to experience the
comfort of a keyboard that fits.

hghghgWhat is going on with this bloody layer. The

The Goldtouch Keyboard is the only fully adjustable, plug and play
keyboard for PC and Mac users. Between work, keeping up with
family and friends, shopping and checking out today's news... Let's
face it; we spend a lot of time on our computers. Isn't it time to
Goldtouch
Go! Keyboard gives you our signature adjustupgrade your keyboard to something that feels good when you type?

ability for maximum comfort in a thin, lightweight form that's easy to use!jgh

In this day and age, we spend our days typing away on
our keyboards. Unfortunately, this trusty friend to your
computer often leaves your wrists, arms, and back in
awkward, unnatural positions. Making a long day at work,
even longer.

The Goldtouch Adjustable Keyboard is the only keyboard
that offers a custom comfortable fit for your entire
workforce, including that of a traditional flat design, or
a more dynamic comfort position. Our keyboard adjusts
effortlessly through our patented lever locking design,
allowing people of all shapes and sizes to find their own
unique custom fit. Be the hero of your office and give
your employees and coworkers an upgrade to comfort!

We've reinvented the keyboard to help tackle those issues
and bring your body back in tune. Our fully adjustable
Goldtouch keyboard is the only one of it's kind on the market. We offer 0-30o adjustment on the horizontal plane
(referred to as wrist splay) and 0-30o of vertical tenting to
give you a more natural typing position and alleviate pressure on your joints and tendons.

Key Features:
•

Smart Fit Adjustability - Our keyboard adjusts effortlessly
through our patented lever locking design.

•

Soft Key Touch - Our keys are lighter on their feet! Low
activation force and full key travel distance increases your

•

comfort and reduces the risk of "bottoming out" when typing.
•

Plug and Play - No driver or software installation required.
The keyboard simply plugs into any USB port on a PC or
Mac.

•
•

Easy to Use - Intuitive design allows new users
to adjust quickly without additional accessories
or attachments.
Available in 14 languages to handle your global
business needs.
Compatible with Windows 7, Vista, XP, 2000,
Mac OS 10.4 and newer.

Goldtouch Part No.
GTN-0099 PC Only
GTU-0088 PC + Mac Compatible
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